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Andy likes his hair to stay in place all day at work and he had asked the barber which
product he recommends for use at home when styling his own hair.
Q1 (a) From the list of options, select the styling product that will provide a firm hold and
create volume:
[1 marks]
A

gel

B

hairspray

C

mousse

D

pomade

E

wax

Total for Question 1 = 1 marks
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The barber has completed a full consultation with Nigel in preparation for his styling
service. The consultation included all of the necessary visual checks.

Q2 (a) From the list of options, select which condition would prevent the styling service
from going ahead:
[1 marks]
A

alopecia

B

eczema

C

psoriasis

D

tinea capitis

E

warts

Total for Question 2 = 1 marks
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There are necessary health and safety policies that must be adhered to whilst providing
shaving services within a barbershop.
Q3 (a) From the list of the options, select which tool or piece of equipment could pose as a
potential hazard following a shaving service:
[1 marks]
A

clippercide

B

cutting collar

C

cutting gown

D

used blade

E

wet towels

Total for Question 3 = 1 marks
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During a shaving service, it is essential for a barber to select and use the correct tools,
equipment and products suited to the client’s individual requirements.

Q4 (a) From the list of options, select which process is recommended following a shaving
service:
[1 marks]
A

cold towel to close the pores

B

facial wash to open the pores

C

hot towel to close the pores

D

moisturisers to soothe the pores

E

products to cleanse the pores

Total for Question 4 = 1 marks
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Peter had been informed by a previous barber that the growth patterns within his
facial hair would prevent him from being able to have a wet shave.
Peter’s new barber has reassured him by explaining that when completing a client’s
shaving service there are different application techniques to consider. Lack of
consideration or incorrect application may cause discomfort to the client and the
shaving technique is equally important as the preparation and the positioning of the
client. The barber tells Peter that he is very experienced and his clients are always left
feeling very relaxed with a good close shave.
Q5 (a) From the list of options, select the factor that should be considered whilst completing a
shaving service:
[1 mark]
A

angles to create the balance of the look

B

balance to create the look of the shave

C

brush to use in applying the product

D

tension applied to maximise control

E

towels used to remove the product

Total for Question 5 = 1 mark
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Jerome explained to the barber that when he styles his hair at home he finds it difficult
to create the same look he gets when he visits the barbershop. The barber has
discussed the importance of using the right tools and equipment to recreate the desired
look at home and has made recommendations, explaining that correct tools and
equipment are key to achieving the right outcome.

Q6 (a) From the list of options, select which tool will produce a casual look and will create
texture when styling the hair:
[1 marks]
A

bristle brush

B

flat brush

C

half round brush

D

round brush

E

vent brush

Total for Question 6 = 1 marks
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Whilst creating facial hair shapes for different clients, there are important health and
safety regulations that will need to be implemented.

Q7 (a) From the list of options, select a potential hazard whilst providing a dry shave:
[1 mark]
A

clipper flex

B

shaving products

C

time of service

D

towel machine

E

yellow bin

Total for Question 7 = 1 mark
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On completing a consultation for Richard, the barber discusses that there is some
evident hair damage which has been caused by excessive chemicals and heat
treatments, previously applied to the hair. The barber will need to consider these factors
when using electrical equipment.
Q8 (a) From the list of options, select the best temperature to use when applying heat to
style the client’s hair:
[1 marks]
A

high temperature to close the cuticles

B

high temperature with a slow speed

C

low temperature to smooth the hair

D

medium temperature not to burn the hair

E

rough dry with any temperature setting

Total for Question 8 = 1 marks
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Duncan had chosen a new beard shape which he had discussed with his barber. His
barber is aware that when carrying out a facial cutting service for any client there are
several factors that need to be considered.

Q9 (a) From the list of options, select the factor that could cause discomfort whilst carrying
out the facial cutting service:
[1 marks]
A

facial contours

B

facial piercing

C

facial shapes

D

positioning of the barber

E

positioning of the client

Total for Question 9 = 1 marks
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When setting up the work area prior to providing facial hair shapes, there are some
items that will need to be replenished between each client. Whilst working as a
commercial barber, it is essential that these items must be clean and replaced before
starting every client.
Q10 (a) From the list of options, select the importance of replenishing clean items between
each client:
[1 marks]
A

to adhere to professional employer standards

B

to demonstrate professional training standards

C

to follow industry commercial standards

D

to prevent cross-infection or contamination

E

to promote a positive barbershop public image

Total for Question 10 = 1 marks
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A barber can create a wide range of different facial hair shapes. Each client will have
different influencing factors, which are to be identified and discussed so that the barber
can recommend and provide the best shape and most appropriate service.
Q11 (a) From the list of options, select the influencing factor to consider when creating
facial hair shapes:
[1 marks]
A

aftercare advice regarding home upkeep and maintenance

B

hair classification and the use of most appropriate cutting techniques

C

styling product used and the most suitable methods to maintain shape

D

time intervals between cuts to maintain shape and style at home

E

tools and equipment used to create and maintain the look at home

Total for Question 11 = 1 marks
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As a barber, it is essential to know which tool or piece of equipment to use when
creating a variety of different looks and how best to use the tools and equipment
skilfully. When providing a dry shaving technique there are some tools that work better
to achieve the desired outcome.
Q12 (a) From the list of options, select which tool or piece of equipment and method is best
suited when creating a tapered beard:
[1 marks]
A

clippers and different guards used to remove length

B

razor cutting technique used to retain the weight

C

scissors and comb used in removing the length

D

scissor over comb used to remove length and soften

E

thinning scissors will remove weight and thin hair

Total for Question 12 = 1 marks
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Jasper has arrived at the barber shop to have a dry facial shave. When the barber
provides this service, attention to client care is essential as this will ensure that they
avoid causing any discomfort to the client.
Q13 (a) From the list of options, select the item provided to the client to prevent the cause
of any possible harm:
[1 marks]
A

cotton pads

B

face wipe

C

gloves

D

gown

E

towel

Total for Question 13 = 1 marks
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Whilst working with clients, any general health concerns or medical factors identified
would need to be discussed between the barber and the client. This would ensure the
service could be completed without risk to anyone.
Q14 (a) From the list of options, select which condition would allow a barbering service to
go ahead:
[1 marks]
A

impetigo

B

pediculosis capitis

C

ringworm

D

sebaceous cyst

E

tinea capitis

Total for Question 14 = 1 marks
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As a barber, it is important that all tools are used correctly with skill and dexterity.
Sean, as shown in Figure 1, has requested a smooth, straighter look that will stay in
place.
Figure 1

Q15 (a) Identify the tool and the product that will achieve the client’s desired finish.
[2 marks]

Total for Question 15 = 2 marks
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Within the barbershop industry there are a variety of different facial looks that can be
created whilst working with facial hair.

Q16 (a) Describe two techniques which are used to trim an established moustache.
[2 marks]

Total for Question 16 = 2 marks
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Whilst providing shaving services, it is important that the correct tools and equipment
are selected and used.
Prior to performing a shaving service, all factors are to be considered to be able to select
and apply products and the use of different tools and equipment.
Q17 (a) Justify two reasons why the skin's elasticity should be considered whilst providing a
shaving service.
[2 marks]

Total for Question 17 = 2 marks
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Alex, as shown in Figure 2, is a regular client and attends the barbershop for a
facial shaping service. During today’s consultation, Alex has requested his beard is
removed, however, he would like to keep his handlebar moustache. Further
discussion confirms exactly what hair is going to be removed and how this will be
efficiently completed.
Good communication during the process provides in-service checks and ensures
Alex is happy throughout and satisfied with the finished, newly created facial
shape.
Figure 2

Q18 (a) Outline three physical effects that styling and finishing products have on the hair.
[2 marks]

Total for Question 18 = 2 marks
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Alex, as shown in Figure 2, is a regular client and attends the barbershop for a
facial shaping service. During today’s consultation, Alex has requested his beard is
removed, however, he would like to keep his handlebar moustache. Further
discussion confirms exactly what hair is going to be removed and how this will be
efficiently completed.
Good communication during the process provides in-service checks and ensures
Alex is happy throughout and satisfied with the finished, newly created facial
shape.
Figure 2

Q19 (a) Compare two cutting techniques that are used during a facial shaping service.
[2 marks]

Total for Question 19 = 2 marks
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Alex, as shown in Figure 2, is a regular client and attends the barbershop for a
facial shaping service. During today’s consultation, Alex has requested his beard is
removed, however, he would like to keep his handlebar moustache. Further
discussion confirms exactly what hair is going to be removed and how this will be
efficiently completed.
Good communication during the process provides in-service checks and ensures
Alex is happy throughout and satisfied with the finished, newly created facial
shape.
Figure 2

Q20 (a) Summarise three examples of negative situations, resulting from poor
communication and lack of client care during the service.
[3 marks]

Total for Question 20 = 3 marks
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Alex, as shown in Figure 2, is a regular client and attends the barbershop for a
facial shaping service. During today’s consultation, Alex has requested his beard is
removed, however, he would like to keep his handlebar moustache. Further
discussion confirms exactly what hair is going to be removed and how this will be
efficiently completed.
Good communication during the process provides in-service checks and ensures
Alex is happy throughout and satisfied with the finished, newly created facial
shape.
Figure 2

Q21 (a) Identify three tools and/or pieces of equipment required to create the facial look
requested.
[3 marks]

Total for Question 21 = 3 marks
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Whilst providing shaving services there are different procedures that must to be
carried out. These procedures start with a full client consultation and the completion
of visual checks of both the client’s hair and skin.
Prior to starting the service the barber will select the correct tools and equipment and
suitable products. These selections are based on the information gathered from the
barber’s consultation with the client. The discussion between the client and barber
also provides an ideal opportunity for the barber to provide recommendations and
appropriate advice on aftercare.
Following this professional procedure will ensure the right result is achieved and the
client is fully satisfied.

Q22 (a) Identify three tools that are required whilst performing a shaving service.
[3 marks]

Total for Question 22 = 3 marks
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Whilst providing shaving services there are different procedures that must to be
carried out. These procedures start with a full client consultation and the completion
of visual checks of both the client’s hair and skin.
Prior to starting the service the barber will select the correct tools and equipment and
suitable products. These selections are based on the information gathered from the
barber’s consultation with the client. The discussion between the client and barber
also provides an ideal opportunity for the barber to provide recommendations and
appropriate advice on aftercare.
Following this professional procedure will ensure the right result is achieved and the
client is fully satisfied.
Q23 (a) Describe the benefits that three products have on the skin during the shaving
service.
[2 marks]

Total for Question 23 = 2 marks
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Whilst providing shaving services there are different procedures that must to be
carried out. These procedures start with a full client consultation and the completion
of visual checks of both the client’s hair and skin.
Prior to starting the service the barber will select the correct tools and equipment and
suitable products. These selections are based on the information gathered from the
barber’s consultation with the client. The discussion between the client and barber
also provides an ideal opportunity for the barber to provide recommendations and
appropriate advice on aftercare.
Following this professional procedure will ensure the right result is achieved and the
client is fully satisfied.

Q24 (a) Identify two recommendations of aftercare advice following a shaving service.
[2 marks]

Total for Question 24 = 2 marks
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Whilst providing shaving services there are different procedures that must to be
carried out. These procedures start with a full client consultation and the completion
of visual checks of both the client’s hair and skin.
Prior to starting the service the barber will select the correct tools and equipment and
suitable products. These selections are based on the information gathered from the
barber’s consultation with the client. The discussion between the client and barber
also provides an ideal opportunity for the barber to provide recommendations and
appropriate advice on aftercare.
Following this professional procedure will ensure the right result is achieved and the
client is fully satisfied.

Q25 (a) Justify two benefits of providing appropriate aftercare advice following a shaving
service.
[2 marks]

Total for Question 25 = 2 marks
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Lucas is a new client who has arrived at the barbershop for a styling service. Lucas
has shown the barber a picture of the type of finished look he wants to achieve, as
shown in Figure 3. The barber has prepared the work area and has completed the
consultation along with the identification of Lucas’s hair classification. The barber is
about to select the tools and equipment and the correct styling and finishing
products to achieve the desired look.
Figure 3

Q26 (a) Identify the hair classification and describe the characteristics of the hair shown in
Figure 3.
[2 marks]

Total for Question 26 = 2 marks
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Lucas is a new client who has arrived at the barbershop for a styling service. Lucas
has shown the barber a picture of the type of finished look he wants to achieve, as
shown in Figure 3. The barber has prepared the work area and has completed the
consultation along with the identification of Lucas’s hair classification. The barber
is about to select the tools and equipment and the correct styling and finishing
products to achieve the desired look.
Figure 3

Q27 (a) Identify one styling and one finishing product required to achieve the look in Figure
3 and explain the benefit of each product on the hair.
[4 marks]

Total for Question 27 = 4 marks
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Lucas is a new client who has arrived at the barbershop for a styling service. Lucas
has shown the barber a picture of the type of finished look he wants to achieve, as
shown in Figure 3. The barber has prepared the work area and has completed the
consultation along with the identification of Lucas’s hair classification. The barber
is about to select the tools and equipment and the correct styling and finishing
products to achieve the desired look.
Figure 3

Q28 (a) Identify two tools and/or pieces of equipment most suited to achieving the client’s
desired result.
[2 marks]

Total for Question 28 = 2 marks
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Lucas is a new client who has arrived at the barbershop for a styling service. Lucas
has shown the barber a picture of the type of finished look he wants to achieve, as
shown in Figure 3. The barber has prepared the work area and has completed the
consultation along with the identification of Lucas’s hair classification. The barber
is about to select the tools and equipment and the correct styling and finishing
products to achieve the desired look.
Figure 3

Q29 (a) Justify two safety considerations whilst using tools and equipment required to
achieve the style shown in Figure 3.
[2 marks]

Total for Question 29 = 2 marks

END OF EXAM
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HB3D2.HB3ED2.EX2 – Mark Scheme


All learners must receive the same treatment. Examiners must mark all learners in the exact same way.



Examiners should positively apply marking grids. Learners must be rewarded for what they have shown they can do, rather than be penalised for
omissions.



The marking grid should be used at all times with all marks used appropriately.



Marks on the marking grid are designed to be awarded. Examiners are encouraged to award full marks if deserved. In contrast, examiners should
award zero marks if there is no rewardable content.



Where judgement is required, the marking grid will provide the principles by which marks will be awarded.



Answers provided are indicative and not exhaustive. Other suitable answers provided by a learner should be rewarded.



Examiners in doubt, regarding the application of the marking grid to a learner’s response, must consult with a senior examiner.
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Andy likes his hair to stay in place all day at work and he had asked the barber which product he recommends for use at home when styling his
own hair.
Q1 (a) From the list of options, select the styling product that will provide a firm hold and create volume:
UHB144M
LO3

Multiple Choice Question

Answer

A

gel

Incorrect answer because this product will not hold a blow dry.

B

hairspray

Incorrect answer because this product is a finishing product.

C

mousse

Correct answer because this styling product will create hold.

D

pomade

Incorrect answer because this product is a finishing product.

E

wax

Incorrect answer because this product is a finishing product.

Most correct answer
C

Least correct answer
B

A

D

E
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The barber has completed a full consultation with Nigel in preparation for his styling service. The consultation included all of the necessary visual
checks.
Q2 (a) From the list of options, select which condition would prevent the styling service from going ahead:
UHB144M
LO2

Multiple Choice Question

Answer

A

alopecia

Incorrect answer because services can be performed on a client with this condition.

B

eczema

Incorrect answer because services can be performed on a client with this condition,
proceed with caution.

C

psoriasis

Incorrect answer because services can be performed on a client with this condition,
with the proviso to proceed with caution.

D

tinea capitis

Correct answer because this condition is highly contagious and if a client is suffering
with this condition no service should be undertaken.

E

warts

Incorrect answer because services can be performed on a client with this condition,
proceed with caution.

Most correct answer
D

Least correct answer
E

B

C

A
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There are necessary health and safety policies that must be adhered to whilst providing shaving services within a barbershop.
Q3 (a) From the list of the options, select which tool or piece of equipment could pose as a potential hazard following a shaving service:
UHB148M
LO1

Multiple Choice Question

Answer

A

clippercide

Incorrect answer because this is not hazardous within the salon.

B

cutting collar

Incorrect answer because this is not hazardous within the salon

C

cutting gown

Incorrect answer because this is not hazardous within the salon.

D

used blade

Correct answer because all sharps are disposed of in a yellow bin to avoid a
hazard.

E

wet towels

Incorrect answer because this is not hazardous within the salon

Most correct answer
D

Least correct answer
E

A

C

B
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During a shaving service, it is essential for a barber to select and use the correct tools, equipment and products suited to the client’s individual
requirements.
Q4 (a) From the list of options, select which process is recommended following a shaving service:
UHB148M
LO5

Multiple Choice Question

Answer

A

cold towel to close the pores

Correct answer because the cold towel will close the pores as
recommended after the shave.

B

facial wash to open the pores

Incorrect answer because this application will not close the pores as
required after a shave.

C

hot towel to close the pores

Incorrect answer because this application will not close the pores as
required after a shave.

D

moisturisers to soothe the pores

Incorrect answer because this application will not close the pores as
required after a shave.

E

products to cleanse the pores

Incorrect answer because this application will not close the pores as
required after a shave.

Most correct answer
A

Least correct answer
D

E

B

C
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Peter had been informed by a previous barber that the growth patterns within his facial hair would prevent him from being able to have a wet
shave.
Peter’s new barber has reassured him by explaining that when completing a client’s shaving service there are different application techniques to
consider. Lack of consideration or incorrect application may cause discomfort to the client and the shaving technique is equally important as the
preparation and the positioning of the client. The barber tells Peter that he is very experienced and his clients are always left feeling very relaxed
with a good close shave.
Q5 (a) From the list of options, select the factor that should be considered whilst completing a shaving service:
UHB148M
LO5

Multiple Choice Question

Answer

A

angles to create the balance of the look

Incorrect answer because this answer is not applied
during a shaving service.

B

balance to create the look of the shave

Incorrect answer because this answer is not applied
during a shaving service.

C

brush to use in applying the products

Incorrect answer because this answer is not applied
during a shaving service.

D

tension applied to maximise control

Correct answer because tension is applied during a
shaving service.

E

towels used to remove the product

Incorrect answer because this answer is not applied
during a shaving service.

Most correct answer
D

E

Least correct answer
B

A

C
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Jerome explained to the barber that when he styles his hair at home he finds it difficult to create the same look he gets when he visits the
barbershop. The barber has discussed the importance of using the right tools and equipment to recreate the desired look at home and has made
recommendations, explaining that correct tools and equipment are key to achieving the right outcome.
Q6 (a) From the list of options, select which tool will produce a casual look and will create texture when styling the hair:
UHB144M
LO3

Multiple Choice Question

Answer

A

bristle brush

Incorrect answer because this brush is used for smoothing.

B

flat brush

Incorrect answer because this is used to brush the hair.

C

half round brush

Incorrect answer because this brush is used to bend.

D

round brush

Incorrect answer because this brush is used to create movement.

E

vent brush

Correct answer because this brush will create a casual, textured look.

Most correct answer
E

Least correct answer
A

D

C

B
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Whilst creating facial hair shapes for different clients, there are important health and safety regulations that will need to be implemented.
Q7 (a) From the list of options, select a potential hazard whilst providing a dry shave:
UHB130M
LO1

Multiple Choice Question

Answer

A

clipper flex

Correct answer because clipper flex will need to be considered when
shaving.

B

shaving products

Incorrect answer because this is not used when dry shaving.

C

time of service

Incorrect answer because timing will not need to be considered.

D

towel machine

Incorrect answer because this is not used when dry shaving.

E

yellow bin

Incorrect answer because this is not used when dry shaving.

Most correct answer
A

Least correct answer
D

E

B

C
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On completing a consultation for Richard, the barber discusses that there is some evident hair damage which has been caused by excessive
chemicals and heat treatments, previously applied to the hair. The barber will need to consider these factors when using electrical equipment.
Q8 (a) From the list of options, select the best temperature to use when applying heat to style the client’s hair:
UHB144M
LO3
A

Multiple Choice Question

Answer

high temperature to close the cuticles

Incorrect answer because this can cause more damage and opens cuticles.

high temperature with a slow speed

Incorrect answer because the heat will open the cuticles and may cause further
damage regardless of the speed.

C

low temperature to smooth the hair

Correct answer because the temperature needs to be cool to minimise damage
and close the cuticles.

D

medium temperature not to burn the hair

Incorrect answer because this can cause more damage.

E

rough dry with any temperature setting

Incorrect answer because this can cause more damage.

B

Most correct answer
C

Least correct answer
D

E

B

A
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Duncan had chosen a new beard shape which he had discussed with his barber. His barber is aware that when carrying out a facial cutting service
for any client there are several factors that need to be considered.
Q9 (a) From the list of options, select the factor that could cause discomfort whilst carrying out the facial cutting service:
UHB130M
LO2

Multiple Choice Question

Answer

A

facial contours

Incorrect answer because this will not cause discomfort to the client.

B

facial piercing

Correct answer because this could cause discomfort to the client and would
need to be removed.

C

facial shapes

Incorrect answer because this will not cause discomfort to the client.

D

positioning of the barber

Incorrect answer because this will not cause discomfort to the client.

E

positioning of the client

Incorrect answer because this will not cause discomfort to the client.

Most correct answer
B

Least correct answer
D

A

C

E
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When setting up the work area prior to providing facial hair shapes, there are some items that will need to be replenished between each client.
Whilst working as a commercial barber, it is essential that these items must be clean and replaced before starting every client.
Q10 (a) From the list of options, select the importance of replenishing clean items between each client:
UHB130M
LO4

Multiple Choice Question

Answer

A

to adhere to professional employer standards

Incorrect answer because this is an ideal not a health and
safety requirement.

B

to demonstrate professional training standards

Incorrect answer because this is an ideal not a health and
safety requirement.

C

to follow industry commercial standards

Incorrect answer because this is an ideal not a health and
safety requirement.

D

to prevent cross-infection or contamination

Correct answer because not cleaning tools can cause crossinfection/contamination.

E

to promote a positive barbershop public image

Incorrect answer because this is an ideal not a health and
safety requirement.

Most correct answer
D

Least correct answer
A

B

C

E
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A barber can create a wide range of different facial hair shapes. Each client will have different influencing factors, which are to be identified and
discussed so that the barber can recommend and provide the best shape and most appropriate service.
Q11 (a) From the list of options, select the influencing factor to consider when creating facial hair shapes:
UHB130M
LO5

Multiple Choice Question

Answer

A

aftercare advice regarding home upkeep and maintenance

Incorrect answer because this is not a factor.

B

hair classification and the use of most appropriate cutting
techniques

Correct answer because hair classifications are a factor
when cutting.

C

styling product used and the most suitable methods to maintain
shape

Incorrect answer because this is not a factor.

D

time intervals between cuts to maintain shape and style at home

Incorrect answer because this is not a factor.

E

tools and equipment used to create and maintain the look at home

Incorrect answer because this is not a factor.

Most correct answer
B

Least correct answer
A

D E

C
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As a barber, it is essential to know which tool or piece of equipment to use when creating a variety of different looks and how best to use the tools
and equipment skilfully. When providing a dry shaving technique there are some tools that work better to achieve the desired outcome.
Q12 (a) From the list of options, select which tool or piece of equipment and method is best suited when creating a tapered beard:
UHB130M
LO3

Multiple Choice Question

Answer

A

clippers and different guards used to remove length

Correct answer because this will support the taper.

B

razor cutting technique used to retain the weight

Incorrect answer because this will not create a taper.

C

scissors and comb used in removing the length

Incorrect answer because this will not create a taper.

D

scissor over comb used to remove length and soften

Incorrect answer because this will not create a taper.

E

thinning scissors will remove weight and thin hair

Incorrect answer because this will not create a taper.

Most correct answer
A

Least correct answer
D

C

E

B
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Jasper has arrived at the barber shop to have a dry facial shave. When the barber provides this service, attention to client care is essential as this
will ensure that they avoid causing any discomfort to the client.
Q13 (a) From the list of options, select the item provided to the client to prevent the cause of any possible harm:
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Multiple Choice Question

Answer

A

cotton pads

Correct answer because these are used to protect the client’s eyes.

B

face wipe

Incorrect answer because these are not used when dry shaving.

C

gloves

Incorrect answer because these are for the stylist to wear.

D

gown

Incorrect answer because this should not cause discomfort.

E

towel

Incorrect answer because this should not cause discomfort.

Most correct answer
A

Least correct answer
B

E

D

C
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Whilst working with clients, any general health concerns or medical factors identified would need to be discussed between the barber and the
client. This would ensure the service could be completed without risk to anyone.
Q14 (a) From the list of options, select which condition would allow a barbering service to go ahead:
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Multiple Choice Question

Answer

A

impetigo

Incorrect answer because this condition cannot be worked with.

B

pediculosis capitis

Incorrect answer because this condition cannot be worked with.

C

ringworm

Incorrect answer because this condition cannot be worked with.

D

sebaceous cyst

Correct answer because this condition can be worked with caution.

E

tinea capitis

Incorrect answer because this condition cannot be worked with.

Most correct answer
D

Least correct answer
E

A

B

C
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As a barber, it is important that all tools are used correctly with skill and dexterity.
Sean, as shown in Figure 1, has requested a smooth, straighter look that will stay in place.
Figure 1

Q15 (a) Identify the tool and the product that will achieve the client’s desired finish.
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Answer

Total
marks

2 marks awarded for identifying one correct tool and one correct product from the following:



1 mark awarded for - flat brush e.g. paddle or Denman brush as these brushes would create a little height
and control the hair to fall in the parting with a smooth finish
1 mark awarded for - finishing wax/clay which is a suitable styling product to create the hold and hold
style in place

(maximum - 2 marks)
Do not award
Two tools only or two products only
marks for

2 marks

HB3D2.ED2.EX2.Past Paper

Additional
guidance
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Within the barbershop industry there are a variety of different facial looks that can be created whilst working with facial hair.
Q16 (a) Describe two techniques which are used to trim an established moustache.
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Answer

Total
marks

2 marks awarded for describing the correct techniques that can be used to create a moustache:



1 mark awarded for - describing clipper over comb technique would be best suited to trim a moustache
1 mark awarded for - describing scissor over comb technique could be used to trim a moustache

(maximum - 2 marks)
Do not award
marks for
Additional
guidance

2 marks
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Whilst providing shaving services, it is important that the correct tools and equipment are selected and used.
Prior to performing a shaving service, all factors are to be considered to be able to select and apply products and the use of different tools and
equipment.
Q17 (a) Justify two reasons why the skin's elasticity should be considered whilst providing a shaving service.
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Answer

Total
marks

2 marks awarded for justifying the following two reasons:



1 mark awarded for - assessing the skin elasticity to determine the correct amount of stretch/ tension to
apply, relevant to how much stretch is within the skin.
1 mark awarded for - correct tension to the skin is important to be able to efficiently remove all
unwanted hair.

(maximum - 2 marks)
Do not award
marks for
Additional
guidance

2 marks
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Alex, as shown in Figure 2, is a regular client and attends the barbershop for a facial shaping service. During today’s consultation, Alex has
requested his beard is removed, however, he would like to keep his handlebar moustache. Further discussion confirms exactly what hair is going
to be removed and how this will be efficiently completed.
Good communication during the process provides in-service checks and ensures Alex is happy throughout and satisfied with the finished, newly
created facial shape.
Figure 2

Q18 (a) Identify two preparation methods for the client for a dry shaving service.
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Answer

Total
marks

2 marks awarded for identifying the following:



2 marks
1 mark awarded for - gowning the client
1 mark awarded for - providing eye pads
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(maximum - 2 marks)
Do not award
marks for
Additional
guidance
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Alex, as shown in Figure 2, is a regular client and attends the barbershop for a facial shaping service. During today’s consultation, Alex has
requested his beard is removed, however, he would like to keep his handlebar moustache. Further discussion confirms exactly what hair is going
to be removed and how this will be efficiently completed.
Good communication during the process provides in-service checks and ensures Alex is happy throughout and satisfied with the finished, newly
created facial shape.
Figure 2

Q19 (a) Compare two cutting techniques that are used during a facial shaping service.
UHB130M
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2 marks awarded for comparing two cutting techniques:

Answer

Total
marks
2 marks
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1 mark awarded for - clippers with attachments, this technique will remove the length of the beard and
take it closer



1 mark awarded for - clipper over comb, this technique will be used to clean up the moustache and
achieve the handlebar look, the comb is used for the angles on the moustache



1 mark awarded for - scissor over comb, this technique will remove the length of the beard and take it
closer

(maximum - 2 marks)
Do not award
marks for
Additional
guidance
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Alex, as shown in Figure 2, is a regular client and attends the barbershop for a facial shaping service. During today’s consultation, Alex has
requested his beard is removed, however, he would like to keep his handlebar moustache. Further discussion confirms exactly what hair is going
to be removed and how this will be efficiently completed.
Good communication during the process provides in-service checks and ensures Alex is happy throughout and satisfied with the finished, newly
created facial shape.
Figure 2

Q20 (a) Summarise three examples of negative situations, resulting from poor communication and lack of client care during the service.
UHB130M
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Answer

3 marks awarded for summarising three examples from the following negative situations:

Total
marks
3 marks
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1 mark awarded for - dissatisfied customers who will seek out competitors
1 mark awarded for - loss of personal and salon reputation and business
1 mark awarded for - loss of profit i.e. business
1 mark awarded for - frequent complaints or legal action

(maximum - 3 marks)
Do not award
marks for
Additional
guidance
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Alex, as shown in Figure 2, is a regular client and attends the barbershop for a facial shaping service. During today’s consultation, Alex has
requested his beard is removed, however, he would like to keep his handlebar moustache. Further discussion confirms exactly what hair is going
to be removed and how this will be efficiently completed.
Good communication during the process provides in-service checks and ensures Alex is happy throughout and satisfied with the finished, newly
created facial shape.
Figure 2

Q21 (a) Identify three tools and/or pieces of equipment required to create the facial look requested.
UHB130M
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Answer

3 marks awarded for identifying three different tools and/or pieces of equipment:

Total
marks
3 marks
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1 mark awarded for - clippers
1 mark awarded for - trimmers
1 mark awarded for - comb
1 mark awarded for - neck brush
1 mark awarded for - scissors
1 mark awarded for - razor

(maximum - 3 marks)
Do not award
marks for
Additional
guidance
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Whilst providing shaving services there are different procedures that must to be carried out. These procedures start with a full client consultation
and the completion of visual checks of both the client’s hair and skin.
Prior to starting the service the barber will select the correct tools and equipment and suitable products. These selections are based on the
information gathered from the barber’s consultation with the client. The discussion between the client and barber also provides an ideal
opportunity for the barber to provide recommendations and appropriate advice on aftercare.
Following this professional procedure will ensure the right result is achieved and the client is fully satisfied.
Q22 (a) Identify three tools that are required whilst performing a shaving service.
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Answer

Total
marks

3 marks awarded for identifying any three of the tools or equipment used to perform a shaving service:







1 mark awarded for - open blade razor
1 mark awarded for - gloves
1 mark awarded for - gown
1 mark awarded for - towels
1 mark awarded for - bowl/cup
1 mark awarded for - shaving brush

(maximum - 3 marks)
Do not award
marks for
Additional
guidance

3 marks
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Whilst providing shaving services there are different procedures that must to be carried out. These procedures start with a full client consultation
and the completion of visual checks of both the client’s hair and skin.
Prior to starting the service the barber will select the correct tools and equipment and suitable products. These selections are based on the
information gathered from the barber’s consultation with the client. The discussion between the client and barber also provides an ideal
opportunity for the barber to provide recommendations and appropriate advice on aftercare.
Following this professional procedure will ensure the right result is achieved and the client is fully satisfied.
Q23 (a) Describe the benefits that three products have on the skin during the shaving service.
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Answer

Total
marks

3 marks awarded for describing any three products with their benefit to the skin:









1 mark awarded for - shaving cream applied to soften the skin
1 mark awarded for - moisturising cream to condition the skin - used as a finishing product
1 mark awarded for - astringents to close the pores as a finishing product
1 mark awarded for - aftershave balm to moisturise and close the pores - used as a finishing product
1 mark awarded for - oils to help lather and increase elasticity
1 mark awarded for - gels to lather, provides a smooth action with the blade
1 mark awarded for - soap to lather, provides a smooth action with the blade
1 mark awarded for - pre-shave lotion to prepare the skin

(maximum - 3 marks)
Do not award
marks for
Additional
guidance

Product listed without benefit or benefit listed without product.

3 marks
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Whilst providing shaving services there are different procedures that must to be carried out. These procedures start with a full client consultation
and the completion of visual checks of both the client’s hair and skin.
Prior to starting the service the barber will select the correct tools and equipment and suitable products. These selections are based on the
information gathered from the barber’s consultation with the client. The discussion between the client and barber also provides an ideal
opportunity for the barber to provide recommendations and appropriate advice on aftercare.
Following this professional procedure will ensure the right result is achieved and the client is fully satisfied.
Q24 (a) Identify two recommendations of aftercare advice following a shaving service.
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Answer

Total
marks

2 marks awarded for identifying two recommendations of aftercare advice following a shaving service:





1 mark awarded for - how to maintain the look
1 mark awarded for - time interval between services
1 mark awarded for - present and future products and services
1 mark awarded for - skin care

(maximum - 2 marks)
Do not award
marks for
Additional
guidance

2 marks
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Whilst providing shaving services there are different procedures that must to be carried out. These procedures start with a full client consultation
and the completion of visual checks of both the client’s hair and skin.
Prior to starting the service the barber will select the correct tools and equipment and suitable products. These selections are based on the
information gathered from the barber’s consultation with the client. The discussion between the client and barber also provides an ideal
opportunity for the barber to provide recommendations and appropriate advice on aftercare.
Following this professional procedure will ensure the right result is achieved and the client is fully satisfied.
Q25 (a) Justify two benefits of providing appropriate aftercare advice following a shaving service.
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Answer

Total
marks

2 marks awarded for justifying two of the following benefits:



1 mark awarded for - prolonged client satisfaction for being able to maintain the look
1 mark awarded for - keeping the look at its best and increased client
satisfaction for understanding correct intervals between services
 1 mark awarded for - keeping the look at its best and increased client
satisfaction for understanding how to use products economically for the
best results
 1 mark awarded for - improved physical feel and appearance for
improved skincare regime
 1 mark awarded for - teach the client how to shave correctly, explaining to the client which areas should
not be shaved for prolonging the overall effect/shape
(maximum - 2 marks)
Do not award
marks for

2 marks
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Additional
guidance
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Lucas is a new client who has arrived at the barbershop for a styling service. Lucas has shown the barber a picture of the type of finished look he
wants to achieve, as shown in Figure 3. The barber has prepared the work area and has completed the consultation along with the identification of
Lucas’s hair classification. The barber is about to select the tools and equipment and the correct styling and finishing products to achieve the
desired look.
Figure 3

Q26 (a) Identify the hair classification and describe the characteristics of the hair shown in Figure 3.
UHB144M
LO2

Answer

Total
marks

1 mark awarded for identifying the correct hair classification number:


classification 3b

(maximum - 1 mark)

2 marks
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1 mark awarded for describing the correct characteristics:


medium texture with a loose curl

(maximum - 1 mark)
Do not award for
Additional
guidance
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Lucas is a new client who has arrived at the barbershop for a styling service. Lucas has shown the barber a picture of the type of finished look he
wants to achieve, as shown in Figure 3. The barber has prepared the work area and has completed the consultation along with the identification of
Lucas’s hair classification. The barber is about to select the tools and equipment and the correct styling and finishing products to achieve the
desired look.
Figure 3

Q27 (a) Identify one styling and one finishing product required to achieve the look in Figure 3 and explain the benefit of each product on the hair.
UHB144M
LO3

Answer

Total
marks
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2 marks awarded for identifying one styling and one finishing product:





1 mark awarded for - mousse
1 mark awarded for - hairspray
1 mark awarded for - salt spray
1 mark awarded for - pomade

(maximum - 2 marks)
2 marks awarded for explaining the benefit of each product on the hair:


1 mark awarded for - mousse is applied to wet hair and dried into the
style – benefit, creates a firm hold and enhances the curl
 1 mark awarded for - hairspray applied to dry hair - benefit - will bond the
finished style in place
 1 mark awarded for - salt spray, benefit, creates texture with loose matte movements in the hair
 1 mark awarded for - pomade, benefit, helps to create a wet shiny look on the hair
(maximum - 2 marks)
Do not award
marks for
Additional
guidance

4 marks
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Lucas is a new client who has arrived at the barbershop for a styling service. Lucas has shown the barber a picture of the type of finished look he
wants to achieve, as shown in Figure 3. The barber has prepared the work area and has completed the consultation along with the identification of
Lucas’s hair classification. The barber is about to select the tools and equipment and the correct styling and finishing products to achieve the
desired look.
Figure 3

Q28 (a) Identify two tools and/or pieces of equipment most suited to achieving the client’s desired result.
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Answer

Total
marks

2 marks awarded for identifying two pieces of tools and/or equipment used to achieve the look:




1 mark awarded for - hairdryer
1 mark awarded for - diffuser
1 mark awarded for - vent brush

2 marks
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(maximum - 2 marks)
Do not award
marks for
Additional
guidance
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Lucas is a new client who has arrived at the barbershop for a styling service. Lucas has shown the barber a picture of the type of finished look he
wants to achieve, as shown in Figure 3. The barber has prepared the work area and has completed the consultation along with the identification of
Lucas’s hair classification. The barber is about to select the tools and equipment and the correct styling and finishing products to achieve the
desired look.
Figure 3

Q29 (a) Justify two safety considerations whilst using tools and equipment required to achieve the style shown in Figure 3.
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Answer

Total
marks

2 marks awarded for justifying two safety considerations whilst using tools and equipment:


1 mark awarded for - Hairdryer should be used with the appropriate temperatures and speeds – burning
or too cool and causing discomfort.

2 marks
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1 mark awarded for - diffuser - incorrect application of temperature
burning or to cool and causing discomfort it should be safely attached to the hairdryer, used to add
volume and allowing hair to dry naturally.
A low speed and high heat will be the best way to create curls and to prevent frizziness in the hair and
retain curl definition.

(maximum - 2 marks)
Do not award
marks for
Additional
guidance

